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“Tsk tsk, I really didn’t think of it! We have so many enemies?”

“An organization of 180,000 people! It’s still daring to gather together

and want to take revenge! Most of them don’t dare to take revenge or

participate!”

“But we have so many enemies, what can we do to us? Can we take

revenge? Do you have the ability?”

…

on the deck.

Several heads of Hydra laughed.

But the second leader suddenly said: “Since the establishment of

Hydra, only Ye Junlin has killed our people…”

As soon as the words came out.

The atmosphere of the scene changed suddenly.

The smiles on the faces of the Hydra people disappeared immediately.

There was anger and murderous intent on everyone’s face.

Last time they tried to deceive Ye Junlin, but after being calculated,

they let him kill three leaders and so many others at once.

For Hydra, it is not enough to die alone.

Not to mention so many deaths.

There are three other leaders.

shame!

What a shame!

Hydra has existed for hundreds of years, and the head has changed and

changed.

But the enemy seeks revenge on them?

impossible!

No one has ever succeeded in revenge.

Not once.

Only Ye Junlin suffered a big loss.

They finally forbeared until now, and finally they can borrow so many

gods from the War Bear Kingdom to eradicate the enemies one by one.

But now where is Ye Junlin, they can’t find out.

The only way to get started is with this organization.

“Ye Junlin, you and people related to you are going to die! This is what

happens when you touch the Hydra! We will let your daughter be

poisoned alive in front of you first! The same goes for everyone else!

You will die at the end!”

…

A group of people have a monstrous hatred for Ye Junlin.

But at this time, the boat has already connected to the island.

They surrounded the island to the point of nowhere, and the gods

stood up one by one.

They got off the boat and approached the island step by step.

Although there are also tens of thousands of people on this small

island.

But against the gods, the momentum is much weaker in all aspects.

All were terrified.

They keep shrinking.

The opponent pressed step by step.

“Hydra! It’s the Hydra!”

“This is the big head of Hydra, this is the second head of Hydra…

This is Hydra!”

Those who only wanted revenge shouted.

From the flag and the appearance of several leaders.

They decided it was the Hydra!

But most people are starting to get scared.

Hydra took the initiative to come to the door, absolutely nothing good.

And there are still so many gods?

Is this breath too strong?

correct!

How many gods are there?

I feel like I have never seen so many gods!

“one two three four……”

Someone on the island has already started counting.

one thousand?

When this number appeared, they were already desperate.

Their entire organization is now under a thousand.

One thousand is their goal.

However this is only the beginning.

two thousand!

…

Three thousand!

…

Five thousand! ! !

When the number of people came out, it was five thousand gods!

No wonder there are gods everywhere!

No wonder everyone on the other side is a god!

There is this number.

too frightening!

One by one, the scalp is numb, about to burst…

Rao, the group of extremists who wanted to take revenge, was also

abruptly frightened.

After all, it was too scary.

Everyone is afraid!

If you want revenge, you have to be strong.

At this moment, several heads of Hydra had already pressed up.

“We don’t need to introduce more, right? I think everyone present has

imagined that they have killed us thousands of times, right?”

Several leaders laughed.

As soon as they appear, they will definitely drive these people crazy.

“Yes, I can’t forget it! How can I forget the deep hatred in the sea of   

blood?”

Some extreme lunatics shouted.

The chief among them sneered: “I can’t forget, so what? If you don’t

seek revenge on us, then we will eradicate you…”

As soon as these words came out, the expressions of everyone in the

audience changed drastically.
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